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Pizza Dough

ID Number : 0004

Type : Yiest Dough

Category : Bakery

Quantity : 2 Medium Pizza

Time : 30 Min (Preparation), 2h30 (Raising), 20 Min (Cooking)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This is the classic pizza crust. Beside pizza, you can use this crust to make beaver tails or it

can be eaten as bread. This recipe use yiest which makes it more complicated. If you have

never used yiest before, take a look at "how to raise Chemical yiest". This receipe use

chemical yiest, it might give different results with natural yiest. This dough can be placed

in the freezer but you will have to unfreeze it many hours before making your pizza.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

3/4 Cup Hot milk

1/4 Cup Sugar

2-1/4 Ts Salt

4-1/2 Tbs Shortning

1/2 Cup Warm Water (for yiest)

1 Ts Sugar (for yiest)

3 Ts Chemical Yiest

4 Cups All-Purpose Flour

1/2 Cup Extra Water (Optional)

Procedures

First, make the yiest grow. If you do not know how, look at the end for the "How to

raise chemical yiest" reference.

1.

Then boil the milk in a microwave or on a stove. If you boil it on a stove, make sure

to whip it continuously else it will stick to the bottom of the pan.

2.

Place the hot milk in a bowl and add the shortning,the sugar and the salt. The hot

milk must melt the shortning. Whip it and let it cool down a bit.

3.



When your yiest is ready ( around 20 minutes ), add it to the hot milk and mix it

completly. Add the extra water here ( if you wish ).

4.

Sift the flour and add half of it to the mix. Continue to mix with a whip or a spoon.

Then add the rest of the flour, start mixing with a spoon but you will rapidly need

your hands to mix it.

5.

If you add extra water, the dough will stick to your hands. You can powder on your

hands some flour to mix the dough. Knead the dough for 5 to 8 minutes.

6.

When it's done, place the dough in a big bowl and paint the dough with a thin layer

of oil. Cover the bowl with a towel and let it rest in a warm place for 2 hours.

7.

Then remove the dough and knead it again for 3 minute, use flour if necessary. Then

divide the dough in 2 portions for medium round pizza or in 4 portions for pie size

pizza (it depends of your pans available).

8.

Cover the dough again an let it raise for half an hour. If you wish you can freeze the

dough now to eat it another day. Place the dough as a ball in a bag. When you want

to use it , unfreeze it 3 to 5 hours in advance. I am not sure if you can unfreeze it in

the microwave.

9.

The dough is now ready to pan. The pizza dough is elastic. You must stretch the

dough to expand it. You can try to expand it in the air or on the pan. Make sure the

dough is not too thin, else it can tear itself appart. Personally, a start expanding it in

the air, when it is around 2/3 the size I wish, I add some oil on both side, place it in a

oiled pan, and press all around to stretch the dough. Note that as soon there is oil on

the dough, it cannot stick back together so use oil at the last moment. According to

your tastes, you can make the crust thinner or thicker.

10.

When the crust it ready, preheat the oven a 400F and start adding your tooping to

your pizza. For topping ideas look at the "Pizza Toppings" reference information.

Set the oven grill to the second level and cook for 15 to 17 minute.

11.

At this step, the crust under the pizza should almost be ready: the crust should be

partially golden. If the crust is ready you need to cook the top, set the oven to broil

and cook for 3 to 5 minute. The total cooking time must be 20 minutes. Thicker

pizza or pan pizza can take more time.

12.

Variations

According to the type of dough you want, you can remove the extra 1/2 cup of

water or add 1 cup of water instead. More water will make your dough softer but

sticky while less water will make it more stiff.

A.

Beaver's tails : Use 1/2 cup or 1 cup of extra water and if you wish you can also add

more sugar. Follow all the procedures above. Instead of panning the dough, divide

the dough in dozens of parts and shape it like a donut with a thin crust in the middle

instead of a hole. Cook it in a fryer until the dough is golden. Serve with ice cream

on the top and add you favorite toppings ( chocolate, nuts, fruits, etc ).

B.

Bread like dough : Do not add extra water. Follow all the procedures above. When

the dough is ready, divide it in many small parts and shape in with your hands in

sticks, circles or any shape you like. Add oil on the dough.Add spices, like garlic, on

the top or roll them in the spices. Cook in the oven until golden and eat it like bread.

C.

Reference Information

Pizza Toppings

How to raise chemical yiest
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